This paper considers an inventory system with an assembly structure. In addition to uncertain customer demands, the system experiences uncertain returns from customers. Some of the components in the returned products can be recovered and reused, and these units are returned to inventory. Returns complicate the structure of the system, so that the standard approach (based on reduction to an equivalent series system) no longer applies in general. We identify conditions on the item recovery pattern and restrictions on the inventory policy under which an equivalent series system does exist. For the special case where only the end product (or all items used to assemble the end product) are recovered, we show that the system is equivalent to a series system with no policy restrictions. For the general case we explain how and why the system becomes more problematic and propose two heuristic policies. The heuristics are easy to compute and practical to implement, and they perform well in numerical trials. Based on these numerical trials we obtain insights into the impact of various factors, such as the average return rate, return variance, recovery pattern and system structure, on system performance.
Introduction
In recent years there has been an increasing need for companies to manage reverse flows of materials in their supply chains. One reason is the increased frequency with which customers change their minds and return goods shortly after purchases. Firms have dealt with such returns for many years, but growth in mail-order and e-business traffic has increased the volume of such returns -customers unable to see and touch the items they are purchasing are more likely to return them. (See, for example, Tedeschi 2001.) Another contributor to the return flow of materials is product take-back -the recovery of products after customers use them. Due to environmental concerns, several countries legally require manufacturers to take back certain used products including automobiles, electronic goods and packaging. (See, for example, Diem, 1999, and Frankel, 1996 .) Even when not required to, some companies voluntarily collect used products from their customers. Examples of such products include single-use cameras (Kodak, Fuji), toner cartridges (Xerox, Canon, HewlettPackard), personal computers (IBM) and communication network equipment (Lucent). While this practice may have environmental benefits, the primary incentive is often economic gaincompanies profit from recovering the residual value in the products. In some cases companies may even design products to maximize this value.
The introduction of uncertain return flows into a supply chain can complicate the management of the system by increasing variability and thus reducing the precision with which managers can control inventory levels. The insights and solution methods for traditional inventory systems (without returns) may no longer apply. Moreover, entirely new research questions regarding product design, returns network design, returns handling, etc., may arise. This paper explores the impact on inventory management of introducing returns into an assembly system -where components are assembled into subassemblies, etc., until a finished product is produced. These returns may consist of finished goods that can be used immediately to satisfy new customer demand, or used goods from which components or subassemblies can be harvested. Our objectives are to develop good policies for managing inventories in this context and to gain insight into the factors affecting the performance of the system. Specifically, we analyze an infinite-horizon, periodic-review system with stationary data, full backordering of unsatisfied demands, and linear holding and backorder costs. We identify 2 two primary ways that returns disrupt the structure of the system, so that the standard approach (i.e., conversion to an equivalent series system) no longer applies. We identify conditions on the class of policies and the item-recovery pattern under which these difficulties can be avoided. For the special cases of recovery of the finished good or recovery of all items used to assemble the finished good, the assembly system can be reduced to an equivalent series system with no policy restrictions. As a result, an echelon base-stock policy is optimal, and methods for solving a series system with returns can be applied. Finally, for a general assembly system without these conditions, we explain how and why the system becomes more problematic and present two heuristic methods for computing a good policy. These heuristics perform well in numerical trials.
For a finite-horizon, two-component assembly system, Schmidt and Nahmias (1985) show that the problem can be decomposed into ordering decisions for the components and an assembly decision for the finished good (similar to the result of Clark and Scarf 1960 for a series system). They show, however, that the optimal policy has a complex structure, with the optimal order for one component depending on the inventory of the other. Rosling (1989) studies a general assembly system over an infinite horizon. He shows that, under an optimal policy, inventories in the system satisfy a condition called long-run balance, so that the system can be reduced to an equivalent series system. As a result, an optimal policy can be computed using the series-system method of Federgruen and Zipkin (1984) and Chen and Zheng (1994) . See Zipkin (2000) for a more detailed discussion of these results.
For a single-location, finite-horizon inventory system, Heyman and Sobel (1984) point out that Scarf's (1960) proof of the optimality of an (s,S) policy still works when the system faces uncertain returns in addition to demands. Fleischmann et al. (2002) extend this result to the infinite-horizon case. When there is no fixed order cost, a base-stock policy is optimal. Cohen et al. (1980) establish conditions under which a base-stock policy is optimal when a fixed fraction of demands in each period is returned after a fixed number of periods. Kelle and Silver (1989) develop a heuristic approach for managing a similar system that also includes fixed order costs and stochastic return times.
There has also been research on single-stage systems where returns are not sent directly to stock (as assumed here) but instead are kept in a separate buffer until they are processed or disposed of. Simpson (1978) shows that a three-parameter (remanufacture-up-to, order-up-to and dispose-down-to) policy is optimal for the single-stage, finite-horizon case with linear costs and 3 zero lead times. Inderfurth (1997) extends this result to the case of positive and equal lead times for delivery of new items and remanufacturing of used items. Mahadevan et al. (2002) develop heuristic policies for systems with more general lead times.
Research on multi-echelon systems facing product returns has been rather limited. DeCroix (2001) extends the results of Simpson and Inderfurth to a series system, assuming disposal is not allowed at downstream stages. For an infinite-horizon series system where returns go directly to stock, DeCroix et al. (2002) show that an echelon base-stock policy is optimal, and present exact and approximate methods for evaluating any such policy. The authors also propose an approximate optimization algorithm for computing a good policy.
For reviews of other research on reverse logistics, see Fleischmann, et al. (1997) and Dekker, et al. (2004) . This paper extends existing knowledge about management of assembly systems to those with product or component returns. It also contributes to the recent literature on multi-echelon inventory systems with returns -particularly by addressing issues, such as recovery of parts of products and the balancing of component inventories, which do not arise in previous research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model and notation, while Section 3 explores conditions under which the assembly system is equivalent to a series system. Section 4 presents a heuristic approach for computing good policies for a general assembly system, and Section 5 presents the results of a numerical study of that heuristic.
Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.
Model
The model builds on that of Rosling (1989) , and where possible his notation is used.
Consider an assembly system consisting of items (finished product, components, subassemblies, etc.) We model time as discrete. In each period t , the system experiences stochastic demand 
The system incurs a cost i c for each unit of item i purchased or assembled (due upon delivery). Shortages of the end item are backordered at a unit cost of p min{ j be the smallest-indexed item recovered. 
We seek a policy (represented by the it Y ) that minimizes the expected discounted cost of operating the system over an infinite horizon. ss eac f these ite discounted using a
In each period, each item 2 ≥ i incurs physical holding costs on on-hand inventory, i.e., 
Now use (1) and (2) to substitute for it X and (3) and (4) 
and all i and t . 
Regardless of whether
, the constant in (5) is given by
The cost exp ession in (5) consists of four different categories of costs. In later sections we will find it conven ent to refer to these categories, so we now.
physical and financi of holding inventory in stock include holding costs on it.) and financial) holding costs of inventory in transit from an To see this, note that the portion of (5) before the constant term consists holding costs on echelon inventory position. However, the system only incurs item remainder of the constant term -i.e.,
-adjusts the costs to reflect this. By charging holding costs on echelon invent (5) thus includes holding costs for on-hand inventory (i.e., th r costs) plus pipeline costse.g., holding costs associated with item i while it is in transit from stage i to its successor.
Note that the constant term can be dropped without affecting the optimal policy. If we do so and redefine the cost parameters , we see that (5) is equivalent to
Without loss of generality, to simplify exposition, we use the form in (8) It is interesting to note that the cost expressions (5) and (8 financial holding costs on both new and returned items. This m ent cost c is not incurred when item i is recovered f r is incurred (and shared among all items that can be harvested). It may seem more natural to have two different holding cost rates -one for new items and one for returned items. In fact, a single holding cost rate for both items actually makes sense. What matters when making all of the ordering/assembly decisions is the marginal (holding) cost of increasing the stock of each item. Since the system has no decision to make regarding returns (rejection and disposal are not allowed), the recovery cost t rR is fixed and so r should not become part of the financial holding cost. On the other hand, if a unit (either new or used) of item i is held in e period, then that unit of inventory could have been avoided by ordering one nit of item i at some point in the past, th delaying the procurement cost i c . In sum, it is logical that both new and used items are charged a financial holding cost of 
This definition adjusts the one in Rosling (1989) to include returns. Note that recovered units of
periods to be converted into a unit of finished product, so recently recovered u e been omitted from the expression for 
ays that the number of units available to satisfy end-item demand within this condition s µ time periods is increasing in i , i.e., as we look farther from the end item (in terms of total lead time). This property always holds for a series system, and that link is the key to the equivalence between the two systems.
Unfortunately, returns can disrupt long-run balance in two main ways. The goal of this section is to explain the reasons for this, and to identify conditions under which long-run balance is preserved, so that series-system methods can be applied.
Consider the system shown in Figure 1 , and suppose first that only item 6 can be recovered. If there are many retu e period, the echelon inventory of item 6 could exceed that of item 7, violating long-run balance. A condition that avoids this possibility is that J be of the form
e., if any item i i is recovered, then all items j > are also.
We say that such a recove long . This condition is plausible: Items valuable enough to be recovered tend to be co lex, high-cost items, which tend to require long lead times to procure or produce. In such cases, the longest-lead-time . A condition that avoids this possibility is
One natural type of recovery pattern that satisfies this latter condition we call singlemodule recovery odule is recovered (e.g., just item ny
), or if precisely those items requir ssemble a single module are recovered (e.g., items 2 and 3, or items 4 and 5, or items 6 and 7 in Figure 1 ).
One interpretation of the latter case is that the module is taken apart into subassemblies and cleaned or tested before being returned to inventory. Of the single-module recovery patterns, the ones corresponding to
. This holds if just a single m in Figure 1 , so that J i for a
Since the recovery pattern is a function of engineering and design choices, available recovery technology, etc., nothing in the inventory management policy can prevent the system from moving out of balance -so analytical results for systems that do not satisf conditions seem unlikely. We present a heuristic approach for solving such systems in the ection.
Even if the recovery-pattern conditions are satisfied, the optimal orderin y move the system out of long-run balance. Consid sys 7 is recovered. Wh ding how m 6 t to anticipate future recovery of item 7. If those returns do not materialize, the system will fall out of long-run balance. One way to avoid this possibility is to prohibit anticipatory orders -i.e., inflated orders of a shorter-lead-tim in anticipation of recovery of a longer-lead-time item.
The definition of non-anticipatory policies can be formalized as follows. Define b to be the index such that In general the restriction to uboptimal. In some systems, however, the restriction im system in Figure 1 , and suppose
it is ea fy that 
if it satisfies the following conditions. (2002) show that an echelon base-sto s op series system with returns. They also provide an optim t functions to compute nearoptimal base-stock levels i S be translated for use in the origin sembly system as fo
Non-Anticipatory Policy
For recovery of the end product or its immediate predecessors, it Y is the optimal policy for the assembly system, while for other systems satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1 this is true within the class of non-anticipatory policies.
Heuristic Policies
The preceding section describes how to compute optimal policies (either among all policies or within the class of non-anticipatory policies) for assembly systems with recovery patterns satisfying particular conditions. This section presents two heuristic approaches for a general recovery pattern.
Numerical Exploration of Optimal Policies
To guide the design of heuristic policies (and to provide a benchmark against which to test them), we constructed a set of test problems based on the system in X . The policy for item 1 is a base-stock policy, modified as necessary to reflect availability of items 2 and 3.
Notice that the optimal policy for item 2 exhibits anticipatory ordering. A nonanticipatory policy would restrict (1960) .
the optimal policies revealed some item 3 is illustrated in Figure 3 .
al policy directly using a general dynam 
ion of Heuristic Pol
We propose two heuristic policies: Heuristic A and Heuristic B. Both are modified basestock policies, similar in structure he optimal policy described above. Each policy can be described by a base-stock level S for each item , and a rule for mo e base-stock policy based on information about the returns distribu indexed items. The policies differ in how they ine the base-st s and the modification rules. H istic A uses just the m the returns distribu ake simple adjustments to the optimal policy f a system with no returns. Heuristic B is somewhat more involved, and implicitly ma mation about the entire returns distribution. Concise specifications of the two heuristic e given below, followed by some illustrative examples. 
For
J i ∈ , define ) ( i k i M N ≡ and set γ ⋅ − ′ = i i i N S S .
Modification rule

For
. Then in any period t, the order-up-
4. For
. Then in any period t, the order-
16
Step 2 of Heuristic A adjusts the optimal no-returns base-stock levels for each item J i ∈ by the expected amount by which an order for that item will be supplemented as it passes through the system. For example, for the system in Figure 1 , suppose that item 2 is recovered 
Step 3 includes the restriction 
periods of returns on its path to the end item, while item 6 receives no supplement. So for J i ∈ and K k ∈ , Step 4 includes the restriction
. Finally, suppose we modify our example so that item 7 is also 
, k k J ∈ and an adjustmen tity V t quan
, the order-up-to
≡ , and for
, choose an adjustment quantity ik V such that β , i.e., 
in Figure 1 
. In Section 5.1 we report results of a numerical test of the heuristics in this more general setting.
Numerical Study
In this section we present a two-part numerical study. The first part focuses on small problems for which the optimal policy can be computed. Here we explore three questions: 1)
How well do the heuristic policies perform relative to the optimal policy and a naïve policy (i.e., the optimal policy assuming no returns, but applying it, naively, to the system that does experience returns)? 2) How do returns affect holding/backorder costs? and 3) How do factors such as the expected returns, the variance of returns, and the recovery pattern affect system performance and the performance of the heuristics?
i
The second part of the study considers larger problems for which it is impractical to compute the optimal policy. Here we explore system behavior using only the combined heuristic policy. We compare holding/backorder costs under that policy to two benchmarksholding/backorder costs for a system without returns, and holding/backorder costs for a system with returns under the naïve policy that ignores returns. We also explore how different component recovery patterns and system structures affect system behavio conclude with some com rest stem to non-an pato icies.
n av interpre initially fo e e q e p heu e polic since these are the only costs that can be influenced by the ordering policy. For other questions (e.g., the cost impact of increasing the average return rate), these are the only costs that require involved calculations to com ute -the other three cost components can be easily computed using essions in Section 3. We ew examples to illus te the impact of these factors , and using the 8 demand/returns distributions in Table 1 . In all cases returns in a period are independent of demand in that period. Table 1 Note that cases 1 through 3 represent increasing mean return rates while return variance is held constant. Cases 2 and 4 through 6 represent increasing return variability while holding the mean return rate constant. Case 7 represents a skewed return distribution, while case 8 represents a skewed demand distribution.
For each of the 64 test problems, we compute expected holding/backorder cost per period for both heuristic policies and the naïve policy using successive approximations, and then compare those to the holding/backorder cost of the optimal policy computed by dynam programming as described in Section 4. Performance is measured by the relative error Relative Error = (Avg. cost of heuristic) -(Avg. cost of optimal policy) ic . (Avg. cost of optimal policy) Both heuristic policies perform well relative to the true optimal policy -the average relative errors across all 64 test problems were 1.46% for Heuristic A and 1.65% for Heuristic B.
For Heuristic A, the average relative error was smaller for recovery of item 3 (1.22%) than for recovery of item 2 (1.70%), while the opposite held for Heuristic B (2.23% for item 3 vs. 1.068%
for item 2). The maximum error was 8.70% for Heuristic A and 6.08% for Heuristic B. By comparison, the naïve policy performs relatively poorly, yielding an average relative error across the 64 test problems of 10.72% and a maximum error of 44.23%
For two-tier systems consisting of just the end product and a set of components (like the test problems considered here), it is possible to theoretically address the second question by comparing the optimal holding/backorder costs for a system with recovery of some of the components to that of a system without returns. The following result provides such a comparison.
, then the optimal holding/backorder cost for the system without returns is a lower bound for the optimal holding/backorder cost of a system with returns and any recovery pattern satisfying
In order to explore the magnitude of the cost difference identified in Proposition 2, for each of our 64 test problems we compare the holding/backorder cost under the optimal policy to the optimal holding/backorder cost for the same system without returns. On average introducing returns increased optimal holding/backorder costs by 23.4%, with a range of 6.3% to 63.2%. For
Heuristic A (B) the average increase was 25.3% (25.5%), with a range of 6.4% to 68.4% (6.3% to 63.2%).
Note that if the end item is recovered, returns may result in either higher or lower holding/backorder costs. For example, if demand and returns in a given period are independent, then returns cause the average (net) demand for each item in the system to be lower, but the variance of (net) demand to be higher. This increased variance can make it harder to match supply with demand, resulting in higher holding/backorder costs. ( With the insights from Figure 4 , it is easy to determine how ) (R E affects total system costs in any given situation. Recall that the sum of procurement/assembly, pipeline and recovery costs is linear in ) (R E . If the slope of this sum is positive, then more returns will always lead to higher total system costs. This would be the case, for example, if returns consist of recently purchased (new) products, where customers receive a full refund of the retail price. The recovery cost would then equal the retail price plus any additional costs of cleaning/testing/restocking the item. Since profitability requires that the retail price is greater than the sum of the pipeline and procurement/assembly costs associated with producing a single unit, the slope of the linear term must be positive.
If instead the slope is negative (which may occur if little or no payment is made for the returned product and usable items can be harvested at sufficiently low cost), then a higher return ce total system costs at first. However, if as the return rate rises the slope of the holding/backorder cost curve in Figure 4 becomes equal to the negative of the slope of the linear term, then any further increase in the return rate would increase total system costs. Figures 5a and 5b illustrate this relationship between ) (R E and total system costs for two sets of examples.
Both figures are based on the same recovery structure (i.e., item 3 is recovered), holding costs, tions as depicted in Figure 4 . In addition we assume unit procurement/assembly costs of 30 = i c for both components and the finished product. Figure 5a depicts a unit recovery cost of 21 7 . Note in Figures 5a and 5b that, not only does the naïve policy yield higher costs than the combined heuristic, but it also sends misleading signals regarding the profitability of higher return rates. In Figure 5a the naïve policy suggests that increasing the return rate beyond about 87% of average demand would lead to increased total system costs, while in Figure 5b that cutoff point is around 50%. In fact, in the latter case, the naïve policy suggests that a return rate above about 70-75% is actually more costly than no returns. Since the combined heuristic tracks the optimal cost function much more closely, it provides a much more accurate assessment of returns profitability. Figure 6 shows the im ce when item 3 is recovered, (Again, the graphs for recovery of item 2 and for other holding costs are similar.) As returns ptimal holding/backorder costs increase at a nearly linear rate. Heuristic orm better when the returns variance is low, while Heuristic B performs better in is relative performance pattern makes sense given the way the two ied. By solving su (rather than the entire assembly system) to tock levels, Heur structure of the assembly system ing some deviations f ality. When returns variance is low, this rger errors than H ed on the original assembly system. ntify alternative heur at incorporate variance information but do not stronger overall performance.)
ce is very high, the perform f Heuristic A deteriorates somewhat since ke use of variance info erage relative error for that heuristic in the 3% when item 2 is reco red (with a worst case error of 14.57%) and 3 is recovered (w The advantage tha euristic B king use of that inform is high outweighs the distor ns at heuristic, and allo rm Heuristic A. r h-variance c when item 2 is recovered and 1.95% when terestingly, the e of the naïve policy appears to improve as the ases. By igno licy uses higher base-stock levels than s are consid eater variability makes higher ba -stock levels hen unit backorder cost lding costs as is the case he the naïve ters are not as far off when return ce is high.
s variance do ree cost components, higher variance ces the attractiven ry in terms of total system costs. At some point, the higher holding/shortage costs m y outweigh any net savings associated with bly, pipeline and recovery co rns variances up to that threshold level, recovery is attractive, but at hi ance levels it would actually be better to not recover the product at all. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 7 which is based on the mbined with the cost parameters used in Figure   , for these pa and coefficients of variation below around 1.25 able returns distributions this is not the case.
(Note that if 21 7 . 0 3 = ⋅ = c r as in Figure 5a , product recovery is attractive at all variance levels considered.) *** Figure 7 about here *** Finally, as stated in Section 4, the heuristic policies can also be applied to systems with stochastic recovery patterns. To test the heuristics in such a setting, we modified our model so that j R units of item j, j = 2,3, are recovered each period, with the j R assumed to be identically Table 1 . The higher overall return rate and additional variability in the recovery pattern increased holding/backorder costs under the optimal and heuristic policies. The holding/backorder costs increased by an average of 18.2% for the optimal policy, 22.4% for Heuristic A, and 18.7% for Heuristic B. As a result, the average relative error for Heuristic A was 3.56% (compared to 0.50% for fixed recovery pattern) and for Heuristic B was 1.8%
(compared to 1.6% for fixed recovery pattern). Although the additional variability caused the relative errors to grow, the heuristics still performed reasonably well even for the extreme case of independent recovery. The naïve policy resulted in an average relative error of 8.65%.
System Behavior
For problems with more than 3 items, the computational demands of dynamic programming with large state spaces make it intractable to compute the optimal policy. To gain some insights into the impact of different component recovery patterns and system structures for larger systems, we performed a numerical study exploring the effects of these factors under the combined heuristic policy. (It is interesting to note that, while Heuristic A contributed the lower cost in 57% of the cases studied, neither heuristic dominated. Heuristic B tended to yield better dema 5b. Figure 7 suggests tha nd/returns distributions used t product recovery is attractive, while for m in Figure 6 co rameters ore vari performance in the three-tier cases described below, while it tended to perform significantly worse in two-tier cases with recovery of a large number of items. This is not surprisingHeuristic B yields less distortion of the system in the former cases, and more in the latter.)
In order to provide some estimate of the effectiveness of the heuristic policy in each setting, we also computed two benchmark cost measures. The first is the optimal holding/backorder cost for each system when there are no returns. The second is the expected holding/b naïve policy. (For both the heuristic and the naïve policy, we estimated average costs by simulating the policies for 2,000,000 periods, after an initial burn-in of 200,000 periods.)
All problems in this trial consisted of 7 items, with item i having total lead time i M i ackorder cost for the = .
We considered two different system structures: a two-tier system, as shown in Figure 8 , and a three-tier system as shown in As can be seen in Figure 9 , recovering a larger number of items causes holding/backorder costs to increase for both policies. However, recovering more items increased both the absolute and relative cost advantage of the heuristic policy. Indeed, in one case the heuristic saved 44%.
So the heuristic can provide significant cost savings compared to a policy that does not adjust for item recovery.
Another way to measure heuristic performance is to compare holding/backorder costs to those of a similar system without returns. As we have seen, in some cases the latter can be shown to provide a lower bound on the optimal cost with returns, but the relative gap [(heuristic cost) -(optimal no-returns cost)] / (optimal no-returns cost)
can be large. For 3-item problems with demand/returns distribution case 4 (which was used for all of the 7-item problems), the average gap was 24.9%, with a range of 13.9% to 48.1%. Across all 7-item problems considered (including those described above, as well as those in the remainder of the trials described below), the average gap was 28.3%, with a range of 6.1% to 62.7%. This comparison represents only an indirect measure of heuristic performa it does provide some evidence that, although performance may be somewhat weaker in systems, the combined heuristic may still perform reasonably well.
To answer question 2, we computed costs for problems where items between holding/backorder costs of the highest-and lowest-cost recovery patterns was always smaller than 4.3%. Thus it appears that the number of items recovered significantly affects holding/backorder costs, but these costs are relatively insensitive to which items are recovered.
To answer question 3, we identified seven recovery patterns that are possible in both twotier and three-tier systems. These patterns were } 7 , 6 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 { the di ference
and } 7 { . For each pattern we computed holding/backorder costs under the combined heuristic policy for the two-and three-tier systems. In most (but not all) cases, the costs were lower in the three-tier system. However, the all -ranging from 6.7% lower in the to 1.8% high system -which suggests that the system lding/back Finally, the theoretical re n 3 involve restric ttention to nonanticipatory policies. This raises the question of how costly such a restriction is. The answer depends on the structure of the assembly system and the recovery pattern. For example, consider the three-item problem in Figure 2 , and restrict attention to recovery patterns satisfying longestcost differences were sm er in the three-tier pact on th sults in Sectio three-tier system structure does not have a strong im e ho order costs.
ting a leadtime-recovery. If
, Corollary 1 implies that the restriction to nonanticipatory policies has no cost. If } 3 { = J , however, the non-anticipatory restriction increases holding/backorder costs by a little over 3%. Now consider a two-tier, seven-item problem above
. Across the four cost-parameter scenarios, the holding/backorder cost of the best non-anticipatory policy ranged from 9.7% to 15% higher than the cost of the combined heuristic policy -and so at least that much higher than the optimal cost. The key difference appears to be the number of periods of anticipation prohibited. In the seven-item problem, item 6 would like to anticipate 5 67 = P periods of returns. In the three-item problem, item 2 would like to anticipate only 1 23 = P period of returns -so there is less of a restriction in this case.
Conclusions
In this paper we studied an assembly system experiencing uncertain returns/recovery of end products, components or subassemblies as well as uncertain customer demands. We showed that returns may disrupt the property of long-run balance by directly increasing inventory of an item above that of a higher-indexed item, or by inducing anticipatory orders. We identified conditions on the item recovery pattern and restrictions on the inventory policy under which long-run balance is preserved, so that the system can be solved using known es f es systems with returns. For the special case where end products (or all items u d sem stem is equivalent to a ser m For general assembly systems, we proposed two heuristic policies. The heuristics are easy to compute and practical to implement, and in numerical trials they were shown to perform well.
We also performed numerical trials using the heuristics (and, when possible, the optimal) policy to obtain insights into the impact of various factors on system performance. 
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The proof of Proposition 1 relies on a few interim results -we state and prove these first.
Proof of Lemma A1. First suppose ) (i P j ∈ and consider several cases.
In this case 
. Lemma A1 implies that the latter relationship cannot hold if
. Construct an alternate policy Y (with resulting states X ) as follows:
This policy is feasible, and it is easy to demonstrate that holding costs under Y are strictly less than under Y * . We shall show that
costs under the two policies are equal.
There are four sub-cases: 
, and c) = > . 
